
Stormor Shelving
Medium Duty Shelving System



STORMOR SHELVING- MULTI-PURPOSE
FULLY ADJUSTABLE SHELVING SYSTEM           

All the benefits of different types of steel shelving have been combined in this truly 
versatile and interchangeable system. With the economy of open Mono frames, 
the simplicity of one-piece Solo frames, or the clean lines of Duo frames, Stormor 
Shelving offers it all.

Shelves and storage accessories are a 
common fitting to all frame styles - so 
you can adapt your shelving as future 
needs change without worrying about 
compatibility. Accessories feature clip-in 
fitting so that any changes are quickly and 
easily made.

A major advantage of Stormor Shelving are 
the slim profile shelves and frames which 
give runs of shelving a neat, co-ordinated 
appearance. This design feature, coupled 

with colour options on frames and optional 
decorative end cladding makes Stormor 
ideal for use in offices and commercial 
environments, where the slim profiles 
minimise wasted linear space and optimise 
use of the storage area.

Stormor Shelving can be fitted to our 
range of mobile chassis, to offer even more 
potential for versatile and space-efficient 
storage solutions.

Stormor is the leading shelving system 

for medium duty applications.

With a choice of 3 upright types and a wide 
range of accessories, Stormor shelving is the 
ideal choice in every workplace environment.

Stormor Mono uprights
are open with horizontally
braced frame and feature a smooth
front edge with no sharp edges, so
eliminating snagging when loading shelves.

Solo shelving has single
skin uprights. This offers a cost
effective solution to everyday storage
as well as being a quick and easy system to
assemble.

Duo shelving with its
double skin uprights allows
the full shelf width to be used,
with clear unimpeded access for easy insertion
and removal of files.
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WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
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Stormor is also at home in storerooms,
rear of store stockrooms, maintenance
stores, archives and throughout
industry. Its choice of upright styles
and shelf duties provides a functional
yet attractive system for all stores areas.

Modular design including a range of
interchangeable accessories, gives Stormor
Shelving great scope and capability for the
creation of custom-designed storage
facilities.

Stormor Shelving offers solutions to small
parts storage with its range of bin fronts,
dividers, plastic drawers and pull out
drawers, ideal for maintenance,
automotive, electronic and aerospace
operations.
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Whether for front of office storage of ‘live documents’ or long-term archiving,
Stormor Shelving is the ideal solution.

Having the right storage system is key to operating an effective document and data
management system. This is especially true now that the Data Protection and Freedom of
Information Acts are placing further pressures on organisations to comply quickly and efficiently.

Stormor Shelving, with its wide range of sizes and accessories is the right solution to meet the
needs of today’s modern office environment.

DOCUMENT AND COMMERCIAL STORAGE
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Whether it is a small number of
storage bays or the most efficient
mobile layout, Stormor Shelving with
its accessories, choice of uprights and
their colour will improve the efficiency
and appearance of the working
environment.

Stormor Shelving is also effective when
used in centralised storage areas, with the
slim shelf and upright profiles minimising
wasted space within the storage cube.

For bulk storage archive boxes the
1250mm wide shelf is designed to carry
3 boxes, giving great economy and
maximising storage capacity.

Our Trackless Mobile system is designed to
sit directly on your existing floor without
the need for a ramped floor and without
tracks in the aisles, allowing easy access,
and making floor cleaning easy.

Alternatively Mobile shelving can reduce the space
required for storage. Up to 50% of the floor space
can be released for other uses when compared with
filing cabinets and 38% more with static shelving.

Based on a nominal room size of 5.5 x 4 metres,
32 four drawer filing cabinets would provide
approximately 76 linear metres of filing

Mobile shelving increases the filing capacity to
205 linear metres. When a document is required
the particular shelving bay is identified and an
adjacent aisle created by moving the mobile
shelving units apart.

Save or create space through efficient storage management 



Stormor Shelving offers more than
storage capacity, its range of
accessories help to improve working
practices and efficiency.

All frames have a 20mm profile and are
slotted on a 25mm pitch for shelf
adjustment. 
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STORMOR SHELVING ACCESSORIES

Finish
Euro Shelving components are phosphate
pre-treated, then wet painted and stove enamelled
to give a glossy, durable high-quality paint finish.
‘House’ colours available on request.

Marine Blue
RAL 5001

*Anti-microbial Protected 

Traffic Red
RAL 3020

Optional Upright Colours

Racing Green
RAL 6005

Graphite Grey
BS 5252 18 A14

Stormor Grey*
RAL 7035

Standard Upright Colours

Suave Blue
BS 5252 20 E56

Stormor Grey*
RAL 7035

Frame bracing, cladding, shelf and accessory
colour

Swatches shown give an approximate colour guide only.

Standard Component
Colours

Back Stop

Zinc plated rod which fits across the
rear of bays to prevent items falling
off the back of a shelf or to
segregate a joining shelves. Simply
slots into the upright.

7 Pull-out Drawer

Fitted onto telescopic slides the
pull-out drawer is available in 3
standard heights. Ideal for the
storage of CD’s, media and other
small items within a shelving bay.

8 Bin Fronts

Prevent items falling off the front of
shelves and when used with shelf
dividers form enclosed
compartments or ‘bins’.

9Pull-out Filing Cradle

Can accommodate A4 and foolscap
top loaded suspension files. Cradle
slides out on telescopic slides.
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General Purpose Divider

Used to divide shelves horizontally
into smaller storage compartments.
The ‘clip-in’ divider is easily
re-positioned and has a reinforced
front edge.

10 Plastic Drawers Units

Ideal for the storage of small items.
Available in 3 sizes, the drawers tilt
on integrated back-stops to allow
easy viewing and access and can be
sub-divided.

11 Full Height Door

Hinged doors transform shelving into
a lockable storage cupboard.
Doors feature full height vertical
stiffener, 3-point locking recessed
handle and safety key.

13Half Height Door

Hinged door 1100mm high. Creates
secure storage cupboard within
shelving. Doors are stiffened to the
full height and have 3-point locking,
recessed handle and safety key.
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Hanging Garment Rail

System of rails and brackets which fit
within bay widths to allow the hang-
ing of garments. Rails can be
re-positioned as required.
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Document Divider

Slim profile ‘clip-in’ divider designed
specifically to be used with
document storage ensuring minimal
wasted space on the shelf.
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Part Height Divider

150mm high divider which slots
into either the top or bottom of a
shelf to provide storage
compartments or support for files or
taller material.
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Pull-out Reference Shelf

Slides out from the bay on telescopic
slides. Provides a flat and stable work
surface within a storage bay. Fits all
frame types.
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Under Shelf Divider

Divider simply clips in under the shelf
to support books, files etc.
Divider can be repositioned as
required. For use with open shelves
only.
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Floor Plinth

Floor plinths prevent dust and debris
collecting under the shelving.
Simply clips to the underside of shelf
to create a smooth overall finish of
the front face.
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Note: This publication shows general concepts only, and should not be used as a guide for specific design or assembly purposes.
Link 51 reserves the right to alter the specification on any of these products, in the customers interest, without prior notification.  
© 2016 Whittan Industrial Limited

MORE THAN JUST SHELVING

As the UK’s largest manufacturer of storage equipment we have a

wide range of other products which makes us the complete

one-stop supplier for your storage requirements.

So whether you need lockers for staff
changing areas, pallet racking for
warehouses, commercial shelving for office
environments, packing benches, plastic
containers or hazardous substance storage
cupboards we can provide the solution.

Whatever your needs, contact us today
on 0800 169 5151 and we will help
solving your storage problems a lot
easier!

Our steel lockers are available in a wide range of sizes, door configurations, locking options, colours and

finishes ensuring staff belongings  are safe and secure.

We have a wide range of pallet racking solutions

to meet your operational needs, whatever your

warehouse size.

A range of packing and maintenance benches for

use throughout production and warehousing

operations.

Mobile shelving offers a high density storage

solution, making ideal for offices where space is

at a premium.

Design + Supply + Installation by :
STORAGE DESIGN LIMITED
Primrose Hill, Cowbridge
South Wales, CF71 7DU
Tel: 01446 772614
Fax: 01446 774770
web: www.storage-design.ltd.uk
email: info@storage-design.ltd.uk


